360°
NURSING PERSPECTIVE
STRENGTHENS BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Having been an Accreditation
Canada surveyor for the past 10
years, Karen Rose Honegger is
now looking forward to turning a
keen, analytical eye to the needs
of West-Central Montreal Health in
her new role as a member of the
Board of Directors. “This is a unique
opportunity to harness the expertise of our respective healthcare
teams,” Ms. Honegger says, “and
it gives us the potential to become
a model for other organizations
throughout the province and even
around the world.”
She recognizes that the future holds significant challenges, including
ongoing budget cuts, the equitable allocation of diminishing resources,
and change management in the context of healthcare reorganization.
However, Ms. Honegger is confident of being up to the challenge, with
almost 40 years’ experience in nursing and over 25 years in quality
management and accreditation on the front lines and at the senior
management level.
Ms. Honegger is currently Assistant to the Director of Nursing for Acute
Care in the Community, as well as being responsible for nursing at the
Catherine Booth Hospital and Richardson Hospital, and for acute beds
at Mount Sinai Hospital. Just before the healthcare reorganization, she
was Director of Nursing and Hospital Services at Mount Sinai Hospital.
Previously, she held various management positions in long-term care,
community care, rehabilitation, specialized care and general acute care.
She has worked in private and public organizations which were unionized and non-unionized, non-profit and for profit, within and outside of
Canada.
Ms. Honegger says she is looking forward to contributing to the strategic development of West-Central Montreal Health and “working with
the other members of the board and the senior management team to
improve the quality of care and services for patients, residents, clients
and their families, as well as upgrading the work environment for staff.
Our goals are the continuous improvement of quality and the highest
accreditation award possible.”
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Syrian refugees
More than 1,000 Syrian refugees
arrived in Montreal in the last month.
Staff members are working hard at
the Montreal Refugee Clinic, located
in the former Royal Victoria Hospital
to provide health and psychosocial
assessments. Each and everyone is
showing so much professionalism as
they welcome these people and their
families.
On December 26, the Ministry of
Health and Social Services organized a media activity at the Montreal
Refugee Clinic, in the presence of
Gaétan Barrette, Minister of Health
and Social Services, and Lucie
Charlebois, Minister for Rehabilitation,
Youth Protection and Public Health.
This activity was organized in response
to the numerous media requests to
open the clinic doors.
This event drew extensive media
coverage, thanks to the support of
staff members whose exceptional
dedication and efforts went into
making this event such a success.
Below is a link to the interview given
by Julie Boutin, Head of Program
Administration, General Services,
Integrated Services Directorate, with
Radio-Canada on December 26,
2015: Click here to listen.
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A New Year’s resolution:
Understanding the needs of
the person behind the case

UPDATED LIST OF SITE MANAGERS
The site manager is responsible for the site and is the contact person for all practical matters related to the site and its staff. In particular, the site manager ensures
accessibility to the building, security of the interior and exterior, proper emergency
response as needed, and the quality of the maintenance of the premises. As well,
this manager makes certain that proper links and channels of communication exist
between managers who are responsible for technical services and managers with
responsibilities in other areas. These tasks are above and beyond this person’s
regular duties and does not affect their hierarchy within the institution. They must be
replaced in case of absence.
SITE MANAGERS
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Although 2016 has barely begun, another
“new year” is already on the horizon:
On April 1, our network will mark its first
anniversary as a healthcare entity spanning two dozen facilities. Yet, the conventional New Year—the one we recently
celebrated—still matters, since it instils in
us a sense of freshness and vitality that
motivates us to tackle our challenges with
renewed enthusiasm and determination.
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This commitment matters, because even though West-Central
Montreal Health is still finding its footing, it has come a long way
in nine months. For example, a new service in specialized psychiatry is now being offered to help the chronically ill. And in the field
of rehabilitation, a new clinic for young children is drawing on the
expertise of a psychologist and physiotherapist.
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In these and other network services, our ability to satisfy the
needs of healthcare users depends on undertstanding—not just
intellectually, but emotionally—what is meant by delivering an
exceptional user experience.
For this reason, West-Central Montreal Health has produced
The Difference of One, an inspiring video. It illustrates the driving
principle behind our network: the need to look closely at the individuals—including all of their fears, hopes and uncertainties—
who turn to us for help. By seeing the person behind the case,
we can create a real difference in their lives.
I also want to touch on the newly completed Pavilion K at the
Jewish General Hospital. On January 24, many hospital services
will move into this wing, including Intensive Care, Coronary Care,
the operating rooms and numerous patient-care units. Although
this change is specific to the JGH, it will affect the entire network
by improving the flow of users to and from other institutions,
enhancing the network-wide continuum of care, and generally
making care faster and more efficient.
Ultimately, the key message is this: What we do as individuals
or as institutions will trigger a ripple effect, because we’re all
inter-connected. A simple act of kindness toward a healthcare
user may alter that person’s chances for recovery. Similarly, an
improvement at one location is likely to kick-start a virtuous cycle
elsewhere.
It all depends on the commitment that each of us is prepared to
make in 2016. Our patients, residents and clients deserve no less.
Sincerely,
LAWRENCE ROSENBERG, M.D., Ph.D
PRESIDENT AND CEO
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Mary Lattas
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Multidisciplinary Services

For the most up-to-date list of
appointments, please click here

MULTIDISCIPLINARY You make the difference
Following the video that was circulated at the end of 2015, The Difference of One,
COUNCIL CAPSULE
starting in this edition of 360˚ we have a new section on West-Central Montreal
What is a Peer Review Committee?
The Integrated Health and Social Services
University Network for West-Central
Montreal is fortunate to have a diverse
group of professionals who work together to
offer quality care to the population it serves.
In order to have a continuum of quality
each professional is expected to question
their practice and signal the discrepancies or challenges that could impact the
service they provide. For this reason the
Multidisciplinary Council (MDC) offers an
outlet for professionals to share their ideas,
with the hope of encouraging projects or
events that will benefit other professionals.

How can you get involved
and ensure quality within your
profession?
One of the best ways to get involved is
to become a leader or a member of your
Peer Review Committee. A Peer Review
Committee is an extension of the MDC.
Each profession under the MDC, has the
opportunity to form a committee whose
work is to identify and promote collective
conformity to best practice. The following
are ways in which Peer Review Committees
may work to establish their mandate:
a) Develop a project
b) Identify training(s) that will promote
professional growth
c) Create strategies for challenges that
have been identified
d) Share knowledge of tools, intervention
methods, etc.
The passing of Bill 10, and the creation of
West-Central Montreal Health has created
new opportunities. Many of us share the
same profession but are working in different
settings. Forming a Peer Review Committee
will allow you to see different perspectives
on how to work. Having the opportunity
to share these differences will generate
fresh ideas and creative solutions that can
improve the quality of care our users receive
without re-inventing the wheel.

The MDC Executive would like to take
this opportunity to wish everyone
happiness and health in the New Year!

Health staff that go above and beyond the call of duty. Profiles will be published in
each edition of 360˚. If you have suggestions for a future profile, please send your
idea to Jennifer Timmons at jennifer.timmons.ccomtl@ssss.gouv.qc.ca

Julie Perreault
Special Care Counselor, Neurology Program,
Constance-Lethbridge Rehabilitation Centre

Holiday Baskets for Clients in Need
For the past four years, Julie Perreault has volunteered her time
to lead the organization of the Holiday Baskets campaign at the
Constance-Lethbridge Rehabilitation Centre (CLRC). The staff
driven campaign was started in 1998 by therapists in the Neurology
Program. The goal of the program was to spread some holiday
spirit to clients facing great financial difficulty due to their disability,
by providing a small basket of non-perishable goods for preparing a special meal with family
or friends. Since then, the campaign has expanded to all programs at the CLRC, with donations ranging from food, household and personal hygiene items, including monetary donations to purchase missing food items. Thanks to the generosity of Constance-Lethbridge
staff, the 2015 campaign saw over $750 in donations, for a total of 37 holiday baskets for
clients.
Julie is known for her energy and organizational skills, which she has brought to the
campaign in earnest! Over 20 staff members volunteered to take part in the 2015 edition,
and Julie oversaw the campaign from putting in place distribution procedures for the
baskets, to coordinating with a representative of each program for identifying potential
clients, to ensuring that each basket had festive decorations. With the financial donations,
she contacted a local grocery store to order additional items for the baskets and oversaw
the delivery of the items to the CLRC. Julie also coordinated a bake sale on December 9 of
food donated by staff that was held to raise additional funds. On the night of December
15, Julie worked with staff volunteers to prepare and distribute the baskets to the offices
of various therapists, who then contacted the recipients to arrange pickup. Julie volunteered for this campaign because she believes in the big-heartedness of ConstanceLethbridge employees and wanted to carry on a long standing tradition she is proud of,
bringing much needed joy to those who often find the holidays difficult to celebrate.

West Central Montreal Health Analytics Lecture Series
So You’d Like To Know More About How Analytics Can Be Used
To Improve Health Care Delivery
Presenter: Dr. Phil Troy
January 18, 2016 • Noon to 1:00 pm
Room 304 and 324, CLSC de Benny Farm
Perhaps you heard about “analytics” while reading a journal or talking with a colleague, and
now you’d like to find out what it’s all about, and even more importantly, how you can use it
to improve health care delivery. To help you find answers to these questions, in the context
of the system-wide challenges facing healthcare delivery in Quebec and Bill 10, Dr. Troy will
define the four types of analytics, i.e. descriptive analytics, diagnostic analytics, predictive
analytics and prescriptive analytics. He will then provide specific examples of how each of
these has been and can be used, individually and collectively, to address Quebec’s healthcare delivery challenges.
For more information about the presentation, the lecture series,
or the analytics round table, please contact:

Dr. Phil Troy, ptroy@jgh.mcgill .ca

